
8 Craziest Hotels In India That Will Make Your 
Wildest Dreams Come True 

 

Well, the most important part of travel other than booking your tickets is the stay. And 
while there are literally millions of options available online for any and every location on 
the map. But there are some hotels that we found have completely redefined the word 
Offbeat. If you are a research expert like us and are constantly on the lookout for some 
unique experiences, this will feed your soul. Here is the list of some of the craziest and 
most unusual hotels in India that will make you want to pack your bags right away. 

1. A shipping container hostel 

 
Situated in Panchgani, this is India's first container hostel. Zostel Panchgani has taken 
offbeat stay to another level. The hostel is made of re-purposed shipping containers and 
made up with extremely edgy interiors and comfort in view. Nestled amidst nature, the 
modern architecture of the hotel creates a perfect balance between nature and man. 
The colourful decor, the view and the sheer thrill of staying inside a metal box is enough 
to make this one of the must stay hotels in Panchgani.  



2. Glamping in the middle of nowhere

 

 
Imagine this beautiful tent with a pool and a sky full of stars. This is what dreams are 
actually made of. This is Sujan Jawai, located mid way between Jaipur and Udaipur is a 
luxurious hotel with this glamping tent that  is a perfect example of a modern African 
safari. What more it comes with its own private infinity pool, a butler and on demand 
hikes and game drives. Stay here to unwind and get close to nature with beautiful 
Rajasthani expanse of land and beautiful sunsets that can soothe your sou.l 

3. Stay inside an artificial cave 



 

 
One of the craziest hotels on this list is this cave themed resort near Bengaluru, The 
Guhantara resort. This tastefully made resort has taken the theme of cave dwelling and 
created a must visit bucket list resort for travelers around the country. The resort is built 
underground utilizing natural resources like rain water, trees and rocks around the 
place. The huge lake and waterfall in the center creates a spectacular view for each of 
its 20 rooms that also come with its own sit outs to enjoy the refreshing blue sky in the 
day and stars at night. With ample indorr and outdoor activities like rain dance, DJ, 



hiking and horse riding etc you will never have a dull moment in this hip cave. 
Absolutely must visit for a couple of days. 

4. A hotel room made of ice 

 
An igloo in India. Can you believe it? Well, it is true Keylinga Himalayan adventures 
have made this possible. In the peak winters of January to March you can now book a 
night stay in an actual igloo. A travel adventure like no other, this igloo stay will come 
with sleeping bags for two with warm mattress and fleece blankets to keep you warm. 
The cost also includes all meals along with hot drinks, a bonfire at night and other 
adventure activities like tube sliding, skiing, igloo making etc. I am absolutely in love 
with the idea of a seasonal igloo hotel and other fun activities in the picturesque snow 
clad mountains of Manali. Definitely making a reservation for next winters. 

 

5. A modern tree house in the lap of nature 



 

 
One of my personal favorites in the entire list is this ultra modern and right in the lap of a 
lush green forest, tree house, The Machan. The entire place is made of peace. Be it the 
greenery around the glass walls of each suite, the private deck bathtub, the comfortable 
beds with a view to die for or just waking up to singing birds you cannot even see it 
cities. This place has had my heart right from the first moment i heard about it. An 
experience like no other, the Machan consists of all the modern amenities and is still 
true to the tree house feels it promises. Right on a hill this place cannot be more perfect 
for a hideaway for a few days. It has won many awards and acclaim it truly deserves. 
Go ahead and look for more pictures to know exactly what i'm talking about. You'll fall in 
love for sure. 

 

 



6. Stay in a bubble, Literally! 
 

 
Confused right? A glass bubble for a hotel? Yes. This is the unique bubble tent at the 
rest Valley resort in Ooty. The cute bubble tent in situated in the private camping area 
amidst the woods in the hotel premises. Despite being made of glass it is situated in tall 
trees and offers privacy and comforts of a normal hotel room. Ooty is famous for its star 
gazing and what better way to do that than this bubble tent. Living in a bubble they said, 
Well, Yeah! 

 

 

 

 

 

7. India's own capsule hotel 



 

 
Another crazy hotel concept has now hit the country and soon becoming popular over 
the internet too. The pod hotels are a common thing in japan where optimal use of 
space is a necessity (tiny Island country). India has just joined the bandwagon with the 
Urban Pod opening up in Mumbai that offers state of the art amenities at great rates to 
travelers who are just looking for a bed to crash on at night. Each pod offers personal 
TV, Wi-Fi, USB ports, power sockets, mood lighting and a safe for storing away your 
luggage. Looks good sounds great. But, is it just me or are you guys also getting some 
serious 'Interstellar' feels? 

 



8. A cruise stay on the holy Ganga 

 

 
A travelling hotel room over the most holy river of the country, the Ganges Voyager is 
luxury personified. The cruise takes guests from Kolkata to rural villages of India in a 
memorable journey full of experiences like no other. This hotel s more like an 
experience of 7 days with detailed itinerary and luxury rooms with world class amenities 
like on board spa, pool and excursions on shore that are tastefully curated for each 
guest. One of the most unique experiences this luxury cruise hotel is a great way to 
experience India. 

 

9. Luxury on wheels 



 

 
One of the most unique hotels of the country is this hotel on wheels, The Maharaja 
express. A luxury train experience like no other. With amenities and suites that can put 
normal hotel rooms to shame this state of the art train has its own luxury restaurant, bar 
and butler services for each of its guests. This is not a normal train to travel, it has 
destination stops for guests who are mostly tourists. With delectable spread of Indian as 
well as western food options and on call doctor in the train this is one of the most 
luxurious hotel rooms in the entire list. A once in a lifetime holiday travel in this train will 
leave you feeling like a king. 

These were some of the most crazy hotels in the country we found were amusing and 
exciting. I would stay at the tree house in a second and hence is definitely my favorite. 
Which one is your favorite? Let me know in the comment section below. 

 


